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Identifying Differential Equations by Galerkin's Method
By Jack W. Mosevich* Abstract. A numerical technique based on Galerkin's method is presented for computing unknown parameters or functions occurring in a differential equation whose solution is known. Under certain conditions a solution can be shown to exist to the integral equation formulation of this problem. It is also shown that the resulting nonlinear system is nonsingular.
1. Introduction. In most mathematical modeling problems differential equations of specific forms are derived which describe a system. Values of the coefficients, which can be constants or functions, of the differential equations are usually specified, and the solutions are calculated or presented in closed form, with little, if any, indication of how the coefficients can be estimated from observations. Clearly, this inverse problem is very interesting and important but somewhat difficult. The purpose of this paper is to describe a numerical technique for calculating unknown functions in a differential equation (or system) supposing its solution to be known. That is, we assume a function >» is given whose derivative y is continuous on [0, T] and such that y satisfies the differential equation HO = f(t,y{t), ct(t), ..., cm(t)), y(0) = y0 on [0, T]. Our goal is to compute the unknown functions (or constants), c1,..., cm.
We may sometimes only be given {y¡}"= l where y¡ = y(t¡), 0 = t0 < tl < • • • < t" -T, such as in a case where {y¡} is a set of observed data. Thus we do not assume y is known accurately. Also, the case of a system of differential equations should be admissible too. We stress that /must have a prescribed form to ensure a well-defined problem.
2. Some Preliminary Examples. To illustrate our method we consider the simple growth problem of a population in an unlimited environment. At time t > 0 the differential equation governing the number of entities present is Ht) = cy(t), y(0)=y0, f G [0,71, known points. Another possibility is to solve the differential equation for c = y/y which is very poor since numerical differentiation is required, and we must again choose a specific t. A third possibility is to express the solution in integral form y(t)=y0+c jQy(x)dx and solve for c, again requiring a value of t for which y(t) may be inaccurate. If, however, we integrate once more we obtain J0 (y(0 -y0)dt = cjQ fQy(x)dxdt
This is the basis of our method, which utilizes all values of y on [0, T], requires no specific value of r and smooths the data in the process. On substituting y = y0ect
into the right-hand side, we find that this formula does give the correct result. Note that the double integral can be simplified to Íq(T-x)y(x)dx by reversing the order of integration.
A more complicated example is the case of two competing species where the Volterra-Lotka equations are usually used to describe the populations:
The positive constants A, B, C and D are the birth, death and mixing rates of the species. In [1] and [3] methods are described for computing these unknowns in case they are constants (in [1]) or functions (in [3] ). These techniques are iterative methods, quite different from the one described here, which give best l2 norm fits.
Their methods do appear to work quite well but can be rather complicated to program. The presently described method is not iterative and appears to work well in addition to being relatively simple to code.
To solve for the constants A, B, C and D in (1) we write the solutions in integral form x(t) = x0+ A j x(s)ds -BÍ x(s)y(s)ds, (2) y if) =y0-Cf0x(s)ds + Dfox(s)y(s)ds.
We shall now obtain four linear equations in the four unknowns by integrating (2) and repeating this after multiplying 
The double integrals can be integrated once, for example $l<t>(.t)f0x(s)dsdt = flx(s)MT) -*(s)] ds, where $ = /0. Note that (3) is really two sets (3a) and (3c), (3b) and (3d), of two equations in two unknowns.
The method just described gave excellent results with 0(f) = t for the example considered in [1] :
x =x -xy, x(0) = 1.2, (4) y = -y +Xy, _y(0) =1.1 so A =B = C = D= 1.
Solving (4) The integrations were performed to seven-place accuracy, and we see that A, B, C and £> can be calculated to at least six places.
3. The General Method. In the above example we computed the moments of the solutions of the differential equations with respect to the functions <t>\{t) = 1 and 02 (t) -t. Our general scheme for the case of not-necessarily constant unknowns is a natural extension of this concept known as Galerkin's method of undetermined coefficients for solving boundary value problems (see [2] or [6] ). This method is based on the fact that in a Hubert space H an element is zero if and only if it is orthogonal to every element of a basis of H, or in other words all its moments are zero. In our case H = L2 [0, T] and </, g) = f£f(x)g(x)dx.
We begin with the case of one unknown function c occurring on the right-hand side of a differential equation (5) y = fit, yit), cit)),
If/is linear in c,f(t,y, c) = c(t)g(t,y) + h(t,y), then c is a coefficient in the usual sense; but for nonlinear /this is not the case.
Let {0f} De a basis for H, and suppose there exists an £2 integrable c satisfying (5), so we have c = %'¡¡Lia.<pJ(t). Our goal is to approximate c by the partial sum cn(t) = ¿^"-^¡((»¡(t), and we hope that cn -> c as n -*■<*>. In general, ct¡ depends on n; but we elect to keep the notation simple by not using superscripts.
To solve for a¡,i=\,...,n, we express the solution to (5) Hence c* = Pc* = \(Ac* -y) + c*(t) so that Ac* -y = U as required.
Since y is assumed to exist, we therefore have a c* which satisfies (5) under the above assumption on/. Note that if /is of the linear form /(r, y, c) = h(t, y)c + git, y) and if h(t, y)¥=0 for all t G [0, T], then (5) can be solved for c = iyit)-git,y))/h(t,y).
Another existence proof based directly on (5) (5) then for a suitable initial guess a = (ttj, . . . , a") and subset {0,}"= i of the basis {<j>¡}, the Jacobian matrix /(a) of (6) is nonsingular.
Proof. Let a be chosen so that f3(s,y(s), 2"=1a¿0;íis) is not identically zero (for sufficiently large n). Such an a must exist by the assumption that (5) has a solution c(t) = SJlju^^r), for if/3 =0 then /is independent of c. Let J(a) be the Jacobian matrix of (6) If this system holds for all n, we have (where we can define ¿;. = 0 for i > the original «) which gives ¿mVs = °-i=i But since /3 =£ 0, we must have S/1,-0,-= 0 for not all A¡ = 0, which is impossible since {0f } is an independent set. Thus the Jacobian is nonsingular. A similar argument holds for several unknowns c¿t), which can also be assumed constants.
6. Examples. The success of Galerkin's method in a particular problem depends mainly on the choice of the coordinate functions 0f. In linear problems it is usual to choose an orthonormal basis, but it is not clear that such a choice is best in nonlinear cases where one desires orthogonality of the operator with the 0,'s. We found that the method outlined in this paper worked quite well in sample problems and would now like to indicate some interesting points with some examples. The simplest problem of an unknown function c(r) is the one of growth in an unlimited environment y = c(t)yit), y(0) = y0. We decided to try a case where the generated numbers were quite varied so as to get some idea as to the conditioning of the linear system which results. We chose to generate data from the test problem y = (1 -t + t2)y,y(0) = 1, whose solution is y(t) = e/_f l2 + t /3 and c(t) = 1 -t + t2
for T = 1 or 5. The coordinate functions taken were the Legendre polynomials orthogonal on [0, T] whose weight function is Wix) = 1. The resulting linear system for « = 6 and T = 1 gave a solution good to six places when the integration was performed to 8. When T was increased to 5 the conditioning of the resulting system became poorer giving only three-place accuracy. The conditioning was imporved moderately by equilibrating the data to keep the calculated numbers relatively reasonable in magnitude; the solutions improved one decimal place in accuracy. Another test case involved two unknowns c^t) and c2(t) in the problem of growth in a limited environment m = c^yit) + c2(t)y2it), yiO) = 9, where the data was generated from>>(i) = 90e10i/(l + 9el0t) so that Cj(r) = 10, c2(t) s-1. Thus we assumed cl and c2 to be functions even though the data came from constants. The results using Legendre polynomials with T = 3 and N = 3 gave Cj(f) = 10.00002 -.00034r + .000686r2, c2(t) = -1.000002 + .000034r -.0000686i2.
Notice the interesting fact that cl = -I0c2 as is the case in the exact solutions.
Another question is what happens when the data contain random errors. We tried the Volterra-Lotka equations with constant coefficients A=B = C = D=\a.s before but added a random number r, -.01 < r < .01, to x(i) and y(t) as they were An example of a second order problem of this type first occurred in [4] where / was the differential equation of geodesies on a surface S and the unknown c was a directrix curve which generated S. The problem there was to determine c so that all geodesies starting from a fixed point on S were parallel by the time they reached the edge of S. In that case G was a focussing condition and Galerkin's method was used to compute an approximation of c.
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